Post-Procedural Evaluation of Catheter Contact Force Characteristics
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ABSTRACT
Minimally invasive catheter ablation of electric foci, performed in electrophysiology labs, is an attractive treatment option for atrial fibrillation (AF) - in particular if drug therapy is no longer effective or tolerated. There are different strategies to eliminate the electric foci inducing the arrhythmia. Independent of the particular strategy, it is essential to place transmural lesions. The impact of catheter contact force on the generated lesion quality has been investigated recently, and first results are promising. There are different approaches to measure catheter-tissue contact. Besides traditional haptic feedback, there are new technologies either relying on catheter tip-to-tissue contact force or on local impedance measurements at the tip of the catheter.

In this paper, we present a novel tool for post-procedural ablation point evaluation and visualization of contact force characteristics. Our method is based on localizing ablation points set during AF ablation procedures. The 3-D point positions are stored together with lesion specific catheter contact force (CF) values recorded during the ablation. The force records are mapped to the spatial 3-D positions, where the energy has been applied. The tracked positions of the ablation points can be further used to generate a 3-D mesh model of the left atrium (LA). Since our approach facilitates visualization of different force characteristics for post-procedural evaluation and verification, it has the potential to improve outcome by highlighting areas where lesion quality may be less than desired.
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1. MOTIVATION
For treatment of heart arrhythmias such as AF, minimally invasive catheter ablations are one method of choice.\textsuperscript{1} Ablation lesions are usually generated at certain areas inside the left atrium. The correct positions are determined by intracardiac electrocardiograms and the chosen ablation strategy. A common strategy for treatment of paroxysmal AF is pulmonary vein isolation (PVI).\textsuperscript{2} After PVI, electrical signals originating from the pulmonary veins are blocked from entering the LA. This can be achieved by placing ablation lines around the four pulmonary vein ostia. During PVI procedures, the quality of the generated ablation points is crucial. Lesions need to be transmural to be permanent. If lesions are not transmural, they may recover over time, and the newly formed tissue may become electrically conductive again. In those cases, an additional ablation procedure is often necessary.

The importance of catheter contact force measurement has been shown in recent studies,\textsuperscript{3, 4} correlating contact force patterns with treatment outcome for paroxysmal atrial fibrillation. New technologies for measuring the catheter tissue contact, based on tip-to-tissue contact force,\textsuperscript{5} or local impedance measurements at the tip of the catheter\textsuperscript{6} have been introduced.

In the following section, we describe our approach to record the applied contact force during the course of ablation together with the spatial distribution of ablation points.
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2. METHOD

During the course of ablation, the force measurements are processed in real-time, and stored for later evaluations. For each ablation point, a vector of discrete samples of the continuous contact force signal is recorded. In addition, the 3-D position of each ablation point is tracked. This is achieved via triangulation of the ablation catheter tip from two perpendicular X-ray views using a bi-plane X-ray imaging system. Based on the combination of spatial and functional data, ablation point specific evaluations can be performed.

2.1 Force Characteristics

Even though the importance of catheter contact force is widely accepted, no consensus has been established yet which parameters are most important and what their proper values should be. For this reason, we wanted to provide a platform to test and evaluate current contact force characteristics and allow for new concepts as well. To this end, stored contact force samples are processed ablation point wise.

In Figure 1 the contact force of single ablation points are shown over time. The graph nicely shows the high variability in catheter tip-to-tissue contact during the ablation. The composition of the force signal is analyzed in Figures 1(b) and (d). The histogram for each ablation point is shown in terms of relative frequencies per force value. Contact force values are distributed around 10g in the first example and around 20g for the second, respectively.

Figure 1. Contact force graph for the duration of two ablation points (a), (c). Histogram plot of relative frequencies (b), (d).
2.2 Features

There are several possible force parameters one can consider for evaluation, such as average contact force, minimum contact force, or maximum contact force, respectively. There are also derived parameters such as the force-time-integral (FTI).\textsuperscript{9} The FTI may be a very good parameter for lesion quality assessment, but more research is needed to verify this hypothesis.

Thinking ahead, other features, not directly related to contact force, yet potentially correlated to lesion quality, can be evaluated as well. These parameters could be the power of the radio-frequency (RF) generator, resulting current, the temperature at the tip of the catheter or even features extracted from other imaging modalities such as ultrasound\textsuperscript{10} or late enhanced MR images.\textsuperscript{11}

2.3 Visualization

The visualization framework supports setting of thresholds to color code ablation points according to their force characteristics. The thresholds can be set, for example, to separate the collected data into three main clusters.
labeled poor, safe and high. The middle cluster ("safe") can be further subdivided into below- and above average, specified by the norm threshold. This value represents the expected mean value of the data distribution. The interface to set those values is shown in Figure 3.

2.4 Delaunay triangulation

Ablation points are detected on the myocardium of the left atrium and localized in 3-D from two views, e.g., using a bi-plane C-arm system. If these points are taken during ablation, they provide a rough estimate of the LA outline. The collected point cloud is used to reconstruct a model. More specifically, a delaunay triangulation is applied to generate a triangulation of the convex hull of the ablation points. Based on this structure, a surface mesh can be created.

3. EVALUATION AND RESULTS

To determine reasonable values for the classification thresholds, data collected during atrial fibrillation catheter ablation procedures have been evaluated. Catheter contact force data has been recorded for a total of 209 ablation lesions from five different patients. Based on this data pool, the mean value as well as 10 and 90 percentile have been calculated for each of the force parameters. The box-plots for these parameters are shown in Figure 4.

These classification threshold settings have been applied to new clinical data from three patients received during atrial fibrillation ablation procedures. In Table 1 the classification results of the ablation points are shown. Note that more clinical insight is needed before these classification thresholds can be relied on. There are clinical studies ongoing investigating force parameters that significantly effect lesion quality and thereby treatment outcome.12

To get an idea if thresholds derived for a number of cases carry over to new cases, we analyzed the distribution of the FTI parameter more closely. In Figure 5(a), a Gaussian and a Rayleigh distribution are shown along with the histogram of the FTI values comprising five cases. The respective distributions have been fitted to the underlying training data. According to our data, the Rayleigh distribution seems to models the distribution of the FTI values more accurately than the Gaussian distribution. Especially for low FTI values, the Rayleigh distribution provides a better estimate. It also satisfies the constraint, that there cannot be an ablation point with FTI smaller or equal to 0. In Figure 5(b), the blue and red curves represent the distribution of the FTI parameter for each of our eight patients. The thick black line represents the collection of data used for estimating the classification thresholds (first five patients). We find that the Rayleigh distributions of the different cases all
Figure 4. Box-plots for selected contact force characteristics based on 209 ablation points from five different patients.
Figure 5. Distribution of the FTI values. (a) Histogram of the FTI values for first five patients together with estimated Gaussian and Rayleigh distributions. (b) Rayleigh distributions of the FTI for different procedures. The blue curves represent data used for calculating the classification thresholds, whereas the red curves show additional procedure data. The black line visualizes a Rayleigh distribution based on training data comprising all FTI values of the first five patients.

cluster around a common global mean. This justifies our approach of applying classification thresholds calculated based on a certain data pool to new unseen data sets. Even though slight modification on a case by case basis might be necessary, a generally valid initialization appears feasible.

There are different options for visualizations of this data. In Figure 2 different parameters and contact force characteristics for an ablation procedure are shown. In this scenario the convex hull of the tracked ablation points is used to compute an estimate of the object’s inner surface and is visualized as a mesh structure. The mesh facilitates the perception of 3-D information and spatial orientation. In this case, FTI, average and maximal force values, as well as ablation duration are shown. If patient specific 3-D volume data sets are available, an overlay of the actual heart model is feasible as well. In Figure 6(a), the ablation points are shown on a 3-D left atrium mesh model, that has been extracted from a pre-operative 3-D CT data set. Furthermore, visualization without any 3-D object model is feasible as well. In this scenario, shown in Figure 6(b), landmark annotations, i.e. reconstructed pulmonary vein ostia or the coronary sinus, are used for orientation. The benefits of this approach are simplicity and no need for integration of pre-procedural or intra-procedural 3-D imaging. However, this approach offers only minimal anatomical information.

All of these visualization options allow to easily evaluate the distribution and quality of ablation points after the procedure. This information could be used to identify single ablation points or areas where occurrence of gaps is likely, either due to a lack of ablation points or poor lesion quality.

4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

We presented a novel tool for post-procedural ablation point evaluation of contact force characteristics to support RF ablation procedures. Classification thresholds for several contact force parameters have been estimated and applied to clinical data for evaluations. The main benefit of the proposed approach is the combined visualization of 3-D location and contact force characteristics for each created ablation lesion. This facilitates post-procedural verification of the ablation point distribution to detect and prevent the occurrence of gaps. This way, it may be possible to minimize the probability of AF recurrence. As of now, the thresholds used for color coding of the contact force characteristics have not been verified by clinical studies. Another aspect not covered in this work, is the use of anatomical information to dynamically adapt thresholds based on the specific location of the lesion. So far, these thresholds have only been estimated as averages over the whole procedure.
The information collected will be beneficial for physicians to document and verify ablation procedures. Going one step further, intra-procedural assessment of the lesion quality performed during a wait period might also help to reduce the number of procedures that have to be repeated due to recurrence of AF.\textsuperscript{13}
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